Frontcooking with Fresh&Smart!
Mobile frontcooking station with integrated extraction on three sides.

Cook in front of the guests
without an extractor hood.
Prepare food where the customer is and eats.
Flexibly applicable.
Appliances freely interchangeable.
With Fresh&Smart from Salvis the odours and steam
from cooking will be eliminated just above the cooking
surface, where they originate. This is possible with
an efficient and direct, three sided suction system,
which is placed just above and around the cooking units.
The steam and odors are lead directly downwards via
ventilation slots into a specially developed filter system.
The FreshAir system totally neutralizes the unpleasant
odors. The module can be equipped with the different
Salvis Smartline appliances.
Mobile without extractor hood – the solution for modern
frontcooking.

The benefits at a glance:
Steam and odors are eliminated at source
Direct suction on three sides, no external extraction plant needed
80% smell elimination
Flexible in use thanks to its great mobility
Opens up new and additional market segments
All parts easy to clean
Optionally available with glass top and lights
Mobile unit with 4 steerable wheels, 2 of them are lockable
Can be equipped with all Smartline table top units

…and many more.
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The manufacturer reserves the rigth to make changes in the power output, dimensions or design ofthe equipment. 11/2007

Technical data:
Fresh&Smart

Type

SFS 1100

Dimensions with glass top (WxDXH)

1100 x 720 x 1350 mm

Dimensions with splash guard (WxDXH)

1100 x 720 x 1150 mm

Dimensions without splash guard (WxDXH)

1100 x 720 x 950 mm

Power

22 kW

Voltage

2 x 3N AC 230V / 400V

Frequency

50 Hz

Electric supply

3L + N + PE

Fuse protection

32 A

Art.-No. with CH-sockets

BI 371’930

Art.-No. with EU-sockets

BI 371’933

Intake Smartline

2 narrow appliances

Accessories, optional:
Glas top with lighting
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